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Introduction
 Thank you for inviting me – really pleased to be
here today
 I have been asked to give an APCC view, so
hope to cover:
 The key priorities/plans of APCC
 Constructive working between panels and PCCs
 The new panel guidance
 Regional working

 And plenty of time for questions

APCC Plan on a Page

Policing Protocol
“The Panel provides checks and balances in relation to the
performance of the PCC. The Panel does not scrutinise the Chief
Constable – it scrutinises the PCC’s exercise of their statutory
functions. While the Panel is there to challenge the PCC, it must also
exercise its functions with a view to supporting the effective exercise
of the PCC’s functions”
Difficult relationships are a source of frustration to PCCs – and
probably the panels as well. Have you had experience over
overcoming a difficult relationship – if so, how?
The relationship between PCCs and panels is usually most
constructive where there are local protocols expanding on how the
relationship will work.
Do you have a local protocol – how well is it working?

New Panels Guidance
Pleased to be given opportunity to comment on
new panels guidance. Generally a good
document.
Some points to discuss:
What are the key features of an effective working
relationship between PCCs and panels (P25)?
Do you undertake proactive scrutiny – what does this
involve (P21)
Do you have experience of handling complaints against
PCCs (P18-21) – how could this be improved?

Support as well as Scrutiny
Supporting the PCC is also a key function of panels in
carrying out their duties. What have you found particularly
effective here?
Some examples we know about:
Panel members identified existing community meetings, groups
and issues for PCCs to meet and help fulfil his promise to visit
communities in every town and village in his area
A PCP member with expertise in young people acted in a critical
friend role to provide constructive feedback to the PCC on youth
engagement
The panel formed an experienced sub-group to work with the
OPCC and force to develop an alternative suite of performance
indicators that did not drive perverse crime recording outcomes

Regional Scrutiny
More and more police, CJS and community safety work is
being done through collaboration to improve efficiency
HO provided some advice on what is in scope in this
context:
Panel remits only extend to their own PCCs;
Information on collaboration should come from their OPCC (not
another OPCC/panel)
Panels can’t delegate scrutiny of their PCC to another PCP

Do you scrutinise collaborations – what challenges and
successes have you achieved?

And Finally…
Work with panels is getting better and more professional.
We know that resourcing is an issue and panels do not
have all the support they would like.
Your main strength is in your ability to bring in and engage
with other local partners/councils.
The next PCC election is next May (2020) – you might
want to start thinking how you will engage with him or her.
Working to influence this guidance has been a helpful for
us and we aim to build a stronger relationship with LGA
and National Association of Police, Fire and Crime Panels
in future

